
Revolutionize the way of
livestreaming together with us!

Their concept is based on the following 4 technologies:

▪ Digital Event Management 
▪ AR Technology
▪ Livestreaming platform 
▪ Innovative and interactive livestreaming 

Vinivia AG is one of the leading Swiss providers of innovative livestreaming technologies, a
livestreaming platform and associated livestreaming studios. In short, Vinivia revolutionizes the
connection with brands through interactive livestreaming. The Vinivia cosmos is constantly
evolving and will become YouTube 5.0 in the near future, solving the problems of rights
management for content creators, media, brands, advertisers and users.

The Vinivia cosmos continues to fill up and allows its investors an early entry into the innovative
and future-oriented technologies.

Thus, with Vinivia AG, an investor participates in a large, growing portfolio. Especially companies
with projects in an early stage offer an enormous leverage in terms of return. When investing in
a company with one technology, this usually means a total loss. With a broad portfolio, small
losses do not affect the total investment , which is the case with the presented project, as the
portfolio is broadly diversified.

In 2021 and Q1/2022 Vinivia successfully completed the Series A investment round. Following the first
round, Vinivia was re-assessed and was able to double its enterprise value.

Vinivia AG

A little excursion into the history of Vinivia:

The founder team was able to successfully sell their previous company "Vidpresso:LIVE" to
FACEBOOK for 20 times the company value in 2018. Thus, they are well-known personalities
in this industry and bring great know-how and expertise.

Here you can find the article about Vidpresso:LIVE and the Exit

Vinivia is already a profitable company and could nearly triple its fiscal 2021 revenue. Customers like
Johnson&Johnson, Bayer AG, Burgerking, Audi and many more use Vinivias Event Manager to
manage their events from small internal events to large conferences.

https://onlinemarketing.de/social-media-marketing/facebook-kauft-vidpresso-team-live-video-interaktiver


Turnover with Event Manager technology
CHF 8 Mio.; 2022: planned turnover CHF 6 Mio. ;
estimated sales according to calculation basis of sales
pipeline CHF 15 Mio.

Founder
Stefan Graf & Marcello Genovese

Number of shares
10 Mio.

Future value creation
License transactions to generate recurring
revenue

Investment total series b
CHF 20 Mio.

Valuation
CHF 120 Mio.

With the ability to provide low-risk and stable returns for investors, this is a fruitful investment
that you should not miss.


